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Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties 
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Washington, DC 20528 
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Inspector General 
Office of Inspector General 
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Washington, DC 20528 
  

RE:  SUPPLEMENT-Failure to provide adequate medical and mental health care to LGBTQ 
people and people living with HIV in immigration detention facilities 

Dear Dr. Smith, Mr. Albence, Mr. Morgan, Ms. Quinn, and Mr. Cuffari: 

We submit this supplement to a complaint filed on September 25th, 2019 on behalf of LGBTQ people and 
people living with HIV (LGBTQ, PLWHIV) who were recently or are currently detained in immigration 
detention facilities across the country.  1

  
We are gravely concerned with the lack of engagement by DHS with the substance of the complaint to 
date, which details significant incidents of medical neglect and abuse of 19 LGBTQ, PLWHIV in 8 
detention centers across the country, 6 of which are operated by private prison companies. The complaint 
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Immigration Detention Facilities, Transgender Law Center (Sept. 25, 2019), http://transgenderlawcenter.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/10/Complaint-on-LGBTQ-Detention-Final-October.pdf.
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details the urgent need for increased accountability of detention centers and the private companies who 
oversee them through more effective and thorough investigations, enforcement of penalties, and ending of 
contracts. To date, we have only received acknowledgement of receipt of this complaint with no 
information on the steps the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), DHS’ Office of Inspector General 
(OIG), or DHS’Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (CRCL) will take to address these harms. 

We write to specifically clarify that our complaint raises issues regarding DHS components’ provision of 
reasonable accommodations for people with disabilities, including HIV, in detention, thus implicating 
CRCL’s jurisdiction pursuant to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  We also write to invoke 2

CRCL’s oversight pursuant to DHS’ Management Directive for Individuals With Disabilities in DHS-
Conducted Programs (Non-Employment) .  3

  
Since the submission of this complaint, more concerning information has come to light about the death of 
Roxsana Hernandez, a transgender woman who sought asylum in the United States on May 9th, 2018, and 
ultimately died while in ICE custody on May 25th, 2018. This new information not only illustrates the 
inadequate healthcare provided to LGBTQ people and PLWHIV, but also sheds light on the systemic 
failure to properly respond to and investigate deaths in detention. At minimum, an effective DHS 
response requires agency-wide attention to the galling gaps in care Ms. Hernandez received during her 
transfer from the custody of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to ICE, and during her 
transportation by ICE to Cibola County Correctional Center. 

Through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests filed by the Transgender Law Center (TLC) to ICE 
and CRCL, we have received damning evidence of the mistreatment and medical neglect by CBP and ICE 
that contributed to the death of Roxsana Hernandez. After initially failing to respond to the FOIA and 
subsequent litigation on the lack of response, ICE has identified over 4,600 pages and counting of 
documents responsive to the FOIA request.  However, ICE continues to delay the release of the 
documents by first claiming, falsely, that the agency could not process more than 500 pages of records per 
month, and next by limiting its productions to processing of just 750 pages per month in a transparent 
effort to drag out the release of further damning information.  

What ICE has released consists of highly redacted documents in each month’s productions, unnecessarily 
impeding access to information concerning actions by the government that the public is legally entitled to 
know.  

The documents obtained by TLC demonstrate that the OIG’s initial review of Roxsana Hernandez’s case 
was plainly inadequate. The details of Roxsana Hernandez’s complaint set forth below, combined with the 
19 stories included in our September 2019 complaint, provide sufficient evidence to warrant an OIG 
investigation into the systematic medical neglect and abuse of LGBTQ people, and PLWHIV in CBP and 
ICE custody, and for CRCL to invoke its authority under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.  

Documents Received by TLC Demonstrate a Systemic Failure to Provide Adequate Medical Care to 
Roxsana Hernandez   
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Thus far, the documents TLC obtained demonstrate that, despite multiple requests for medical attention, 
showing obvious signs of serious illness, and frantic pleas from Roxsana Hernandez and others travelling 
with her, both CBP and ICE unlawfully withheld urgent medical attention from Roxsana.  

On May 9th, 2018, Roxsana sought asylum at the U.S./Mexico border port of entry in San Ysidro, 
California via its main pedestrian lane. According to an affidavit from people who sought asylum with 
Roxsana, she seemed relatively healthy when she presented herself at the port of entry but did request to 
see a doctor for an “infection.”  CBP detained Roxsana in a holding facility, which is notably called the 4

“Ice Box” or “Hieleras” due to the very cold temperatures. Over the next two days, CBP detained 
Roxsana in freezing cold conditions and gave her food that caused her abdominal pain and diarrhea.  Her 5

health quickly declined. Roxsana and others told officials that she needed urgent medical attention 
multiple times , yet DHS officials ignored their pleas. Only after the group detained alongside her staged 6

a lunch strike and refused to eat did CBP provide Roxsana with a medical screening, albeit cursory and 
inadequate.  7

 A Detainee Death Review ordered by the External Reviews and Analysis Unit (ERAU) states that on or 
around May 11th, Roxsana received a medical screening to determine if she was medically fit to be 
transported and detained in ICE general population.  The Detainee Death Review states that, 8

“HERNANDEZ reported she was diagnosed with HIV five months earlier and over the past month, lost 
40 pounds and had recurring vomiting and diarrhea.”  Moreover, the report concludes that Roxsana was 9

“emaciated and ill appearing with a productive cough.”   10

The report states that Roxsana was not medically cleared for transportation and detention.  Rather than 11

provide Roxsana with needed medical treatment, including HIV medication and additional assessment, 
DHS sent her to Scripps Medical Hospital in Chula Vista (“Scripps”) to be screened for Tuberculosis and 
Sepsis—a prerequisite to detaining her. However, even the assessment of tuberculosis was cursory and 
incomplete. While medical providers at Scripps performed chest X-rays and concluded “there is no 
clinical or radiographic appearance of tuberculosis” her medical records state “that does not completely 
rule it out” and instructed CBP that “they were going to be needing to do a blood test, but that is not done 
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here in the emergency department.”  Based on this alone, Roxsana was cleared for transport by CBP after 12

being screened for tuberculosis, even though the doctor noted that more tests would need to be run to rule 
out tuberculosis.   13

Roxsana only spoke Spanish, however no interpreter was provided for the examination.   14

The visit was so cursory that the treating medical providers did not document her weight, or how long she 
had been coughing—the stated reason for her visit to Scripps—and only noted her untreated HIV as an 
afterthought, writing Roxsana would need to “follow up with Jail/ICE Medical for this.”   15

On May 14th, Roxsana was transferred into ICE custody at the San Luis Regional Detention Center in San 
Luis, Arizona, and again to the El Paso Service Processing Center in El Paso, Texas. Despite her obvious 
need for medical attention, she did not receive any at either location. She was at the El Paso facility for 18 
hours, well over the 12 hour maximum that the 2011 PBNDS require an initial medical screening to be 
conducted within after intake.  ERO’s Ice Air Operations Handbook requires that all detainees be 16

accompanied by documentation of medical needs and a seven day supply of all medication and 30 day 
supply of HIV medication in order to travel by air.  No medical conditions were noted in her medical 17

summary for transit nor accompanying medications,  in violation of their own policies, demonstrating 18

the lack of care that CBP and ICE held for Roxsana and the apathy toward her urgent medical needs.  
Roxsana was then transferred to Cibola County Correctional Center on May 16th.  

By the time Roxsana received medical attention on May 17th, her health condition was dire. A medical 
provider examined Roxsana on the morning of May 17th and recorded her weight at 85lbs and diagnosed 
her with dehydration, starvation, extreme weight loss, muscle wasting, untreated HIV, fever and chronic 
cough.  She was then taken to Cibola General Hospital’s Emergency Department by ambulance.  19 20
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The Emergency Department physician's initial diagnoses included: septic shock, dehydration, HIV 
infection, nodular pulmonary disease, lymphadenopathy, anemia, and thrombocytopenia.  Her medical 21

state was so dire that Cibola General Hospital reported that she required care beyond their capabilities and 
she had to be airlifted to another hospital. 

Roxsana arrived at Lovelace Medical Center in the evening of May 17th and was immediately taken to the 
Intensive Care Unit (ICU).  On May 25th, two weeks after requesting asylum, Roxsana died in the 22

hospital’s ICU.   23

Roxsana never received any treatment for HIV from either CBP or ICE.   24

The documents from Roxsana’s time at the ICU provide details on the disturbing way that ICE handles 
medical care for individuals in its care. Handwritten notes from the ICE officers who guarded Roxsana 
while she was in the ICU demonstrate that she was handcuffed by her wrists and ankles the entire time, 
even though she was clearly not a flight risk.  The officers document checking her restraints about every 25

twenty minutes. The only time the restraints were removed was when medical staff needed to perform 
procedures that required their removal. However, the process for removing the handcuffs required that 
these officers request approval from “Central Control,” delaying her access to medically necessary 
treatment. At one point in the log, about two days before Roxsana died, an officer notes “Called Central 
four times- Nobody seems to answer the phone” indicating care was unnecessarily delayed during a 
critical period. Particularly disturbing, the officers note that Roxsana was even restrained while she was 
medically paralyzed and continued to be restrained after she initially experienced cardiac arrest. It’s 
obvious from reading through Roxsana’s medical records that the use of restraints was unnecessary, cruel, 
a waste of resources by DHS, and jeopardized her health and safety.  

There were multiple points during Roxsana’s time in CBP and ICE custody that, under DHS’ own medical 
standards, she should have received medical care, especially since she was visibly in need of medical 
assistance.  These include when Roxsana Hernandez entered the United States at San Ysidro Point of 26

Entry in California seeking asylum, when she was transported to two additional detention centers in 
Arizona and Texas, and her eventual arrival at Cibola Correctional County Correctional Center in New 
Mexico. By continuing to transport Roxsana and detaining her in inhumane conditions without providing 
her with any meaningful medical care, CBP failed to meet their own, albeit inadequate, standards of 
care.  Furthermore, DHS was able to ensure that Roxsana was continuously unnecessarily restrained, and 27

yet did not exert the same level of care or resources in ensuring that Roxsana accessed medical care. It is 
unconscionable for DHS to continue to house LGBTQ people, and PLWHIV, when Roxsana’s story, and 
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the stories included in the September 2019 complaint, clearly demonstrate their inability to screen for 
urgent medical needs and provide appropriate medical care.   

DHS must ensure the preservation of evidence in the deaths of individuals in detention and provide 
evidence with haste in response to FOIA requests 

There was surveillance video footage of Roxsana Hernandez at Cibola County Correctional Center that 
could provide further insight into her treatment while detained. However, this evidence may have been 
illegally erased, according to documents received by TLC.  Cibola County Correctional Center, and it’s 28

operating company CoreCivic, had a reasonable expectation that litigation would ensue surrounding the 
death of Roxsana Hernandez, triggering their obligation under law to preserve any evidence, including 
electronic evidence, that could shed light onto the events leading up to her death. Additionally, on June 4 
of 2018 the DHS Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) sent a letter to Cibola County Correctional 
Center requiring the video be archived for investigations.  Yet, despite the reasonable expectation that 29

litigation would be filed and this mandate from OPR, CoreCivic claims the video has been erased. The 
potential destruction of this evidence has caused wide concern from media and the general public. Senator 
Harris and Senator Blumenthal found the destruction of evidence so troublesome that they have called on 
the Department of Justice to appoint a special counsel to investigate any wrongdoing in the destruction of 
this video footage.   30

DHS and the private companies they contract with to manage detention centers are well aware of the 
importance of the preservation of records. In December of 2018, Congressman Nadler, Congresswoman 
Lofgren, Congressman Cummings, Congressman Thompson, and Congressman Castro sent a joint letter 
to DHS in the wake of two deaths of children in detention centers calling for the preservation of evidence 
surrounding these deaths, highlighting the vital importance of and public interest in ensuring that records 
are kept intact and available for thorough investigation.   31

We demand that DHS hold accountable those companies who fail to comply with preserving evidence and 
ensure that all evidence in the death of any person under DHS’ care is preserved and provided without 
hindrance to those requesting it.  

Furthermore, DHS has delayed releasing evidence critical to the wrongful death case brought by 
Roxsana’s family. TLC filed FOIA requests to ICE and CRCL on behalf of Roxsana’s estate in January of 
2019 and in early February of 2019.  In April of 2019, ICE sent TLC an acknowledgement letter, but 32
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failed to identify or release any documents. TLC did not receive any response from CRCL during this 
time. In May of 2019, TLC filed a FOIA lawsuit to compel the agencies to comply with the requests 
because they failed to within the twenty-day time frame required by law.  TLC sent a FOIA request to 33

DHS OIG in July of 2019.  

It was only after being sued that ICE finally reported that they had identified around 3,100 responsive 
documents and began sending those documents to TLC in September of 2019, nine months after the 
initial request and four months after the litigation was filed. Similarly, CRCL began sending documents in 
September of 2019 and OIG in October of 2019. Now, ICE alleges there are an additional 1,490 pages of 
responsive records identified through a subsequent search.  

Of the 4,600 responsive documents identified, ICE is only releasing between 182 and 519 pages of 
documents per month, delaying the ability of the public and the lawyers in Roxsana’s case to fully 
understand the events that led up to Roxsana’s death and hold those accountable who may have broken 
the law or caused her unnecessary suffering.  

Timely and thorough responses to FOIA requests are essential to ensuring the transparency of taxpayer 
funded government operations and complying with the letter and spirit of the law. It is unreasonable that 
DHS continues to delay the release of these documents, considering it took more than seven months from 
the initial request to ICE and CRCL. ICE, CRCL, and OIG must expedite the release of these documents, 
particularly in light of the information we now have indicating DHS’ wrongdoing, and because of the 
public interest in Roxsana’s case.  

DHS is Failing to Meet their Congressionally Mandated Standards for Detainee Death Reports 

In the wake of an in-custody death, Congress mandated, through the Department of Homeland Security 
Appropriations Bill (2018), that ICE publicly publish a complete detainee death report within 90 days.  34

This mandate seeks to increase transparency and accountability when someone has died under the care of 
the U.S. Government.  

In December of 2018, nearly 7 months after her death, DHS posted an insubstantial two page report, 
allegedly the detainee death report about Roxsana.  Of the two page report, an entire page is devoted to 35

information clearly meant to defame Roxsana and has no relevance to the circumstances leading to hear 
death or the care she was provided. In fact, the report is missing key information on the inadequate care 
provided to Roxsana. Notably, the report does not include any information on Roxsana’s medical 
screening on May 11th, which clearly denotes her urgent medical needs, or her visit to Scripps Medical 
Hospital that clearly documents that she was living with untreated HIV and was not provided with 
medication.  Furthermore, the report was substantially shorter than any previously released detainee 36
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death report, which were between 20-40 pages long. The documents produced by ICE as a result of TLC’s 
FOIA lawsuit revealed that this report was not, in fact, the full detainee death report. A much more 
thorough review was created by ICE’s External Review and Audit’s Unit (ERAU), which includes details 
of CBP and ICE’s repeated failure to provide Roxsana with care at every step of her journey, but this was 
never released to the public.  The published report has not been updated since its original release, despite 37

their thorough internal review and significant new information available to ICE.   38

Rather than provide a meaningful and timely assessment of the circumstances surrounding the death of 
individuals in custody as Congress intends, ICE is continuing to flout the underlying purpose of the 
congressional mandate by releasing dummy detainee death reports that include irrelevant information and 
lack any analysis of the standards of care provided to the individual.  

DHS OIG has failed to provide adequate investigations into the medical neglect of LGBTQ, 
PLWHIV and the death of Roxsana Hernandez 

The documents received by Transgender Law Center demonstrate that DHS OIG conducted an inadequate 
review of the death of Roxsana Hernandez before referring the case to CRCL. Despite all of the 
information documented above that demonstrated the medical abuse and mistreatment of Roxsana, the 
clear failure to meet even basic standards of care, and an in-custody death, the OIG only spent two hours 
reviewing material before deciding to forgo an investigation into Roxsana’s case.    39

It is the responsibility of the OIG to investigate the extensive harms perpetuated against LGBTQ people 
and PLWHIV in all detention centers, prevent and detect abuses and deficiencies in DHS’ operations, and 
recommend corrective action concerning these issues. 

Conclusion 

This supplemental complaint shares details of the experiences of one person who experienced egregious 
harms while under the care of CBP and ICE, harms that tragically resulted in her death. Furthermore, this 
new information sheds light on the failures of CBP and ICE to meet their own established protocols and 
policies, as well as congressional mandates. While our FOIA litigation provided details on this case, the 
19 incidents in our initial complaint affirm that Roxsana’s story is not unique, but rather one story that 
demonstrates the complete systemic failure to provide any modicum of safety by DHS and the private 
companies the agency funds with billions of dollars of taxpayer money.  

In light of this new information once again demonstrating the harms experienced by LGBTQ people, and 
PLWIV in ICE and CBP detention, the inadequate response to the previous complaint, and the 
unnecessary delay in the release of documents regarding Roxsana Hernandez, we ask for the following:  
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● First and foremost, ICE release all LGBTQ people and PLWHIV people who are currently 
detained on their own recognizance. 

● That DHS expedite the release of the responsive documents identified through the FOIA request 
by Transgender Law Center about the detention and death of Roxsana Hernandez.  

● That DHS ensure the preservation of all evidence related to in-custody deaths, including holding 
accountable the private companies with which the department contracts to detain people.  

● That ICE comply with the OIG’s January 29, 2019, recommendation and use its contracting tools 
to hold accountable those detention facilities that consistently fail to meet the standards of care by 
imposing financial penalties and cancelling contracts.  

● That the DHS OIG work with the CRCL to immediately conduct a systemic investigation into the 
provision of medical and mental health care to LGBTQ people and PLWHIV individuals in ICE 
custody. 

● That DHS strengthen its oversight of facilities and improve its audits of facilities, ensure timely 
cooperation of components with OIG and CRCL investigations, increase its use of unannounced 
inspections, improve grievance procedures and take meaningful measures to end retaliation 
against people in custody who exercise their right to file a grievance. 

● That DHS ensure that all people in detention are aware of their legal rights through developing 
and disseminating information that details the medical care that they are entitled to.  

●  DHS ensure that people are not held in CBP custody longer than the minimal amount of time it 
takes for processing, i.e. no longer than 24 hours.  

● Ensure that CBP provide all persons in custody with timely medical screenings by a licensed 
health professional and require an EMT or other certified health professional to be on-duty and 
available to give medical attention at all times in CBP processing and holding stations. Ensure 
that the health professionals are competent to provide transgender affirming and HIV-related 
health care.  

● Create a thorough, independent, and regular investigation process to ensure that CBP is meeting 
designated standards and to document incidents of neglect and abuse. Develop specific policies 
that detail penalties for CBP facilities with documented cases of abuse and medical neglect. 

If you have any questions about the above information, please contact Ash Stephens at 
Ash@transgenderlawcenter.org or Sharita Gruberg at sgruberg@americanprogress.org.   
  
Sincerely,   
Transgender Law Center  
Black LGBT Migrant Project  
Familia Trans Queer Liberation Movement  
Al Otro Lado  
Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center   
Center for American Progress  
Los Angeles LGBT Center   
Freedom for Immigrants   
Santa Fe Dreamers Project   
Southern Poverty Law Center  
Immigration Equality   
Center for Victims of Torture  
National Immigrant Justice Center  
National Center for Transgender Equality   



Physicians for Human Rights   
BIENESTAR  
Equality California  
Silver State Equality-Nevada  
Positive Women’s Network-USA  
BiNet USA  
National LGBTQ Task Force  
Equality North Carolina  
Movement Advancement Project  
APAIT - Special Service for Groups  
CenterLink: The Community of LGBT Centers  
The LGBT Center OC   
Council for Global Equality  
Bridges Faith Initiative   
Farmworker Justice  
United We Dream  
Immigrant Legal Resource Center  
Irish International Immigrant Center 
Southern Border Communities Coalition  
Immigrant Defenders Law Center  
Southern California Providers for Health Equity  
Legal Aid Justice Center  
Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center   
Council for Global Equality  
National Equality Action Team  
Just Detention International  
CENTRAL AMERICAN RESOURCE CENTER - CARECEN  
Human Rights First  
RAICES  
API Equality-LA  
Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights (CHIRLA)  
Center for Constitutional Rights  
Modern Military Association of America  
URGE: Unite for Reproductive & Gender Equity  
Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States (SIECUS)  
The Trevor Project  
Dolores Street Community Services  
Athlete Ally  
GLMA: Health Professionals Advancing LGBTQ Equality  
AIDS United  
The LGBT Bar Association of New York  
Texas Civil Rights Project  
Center for Gender & Refugee Studies  
In Our Own Voice: National Black Women's Reproductive Justice Agenda  
National Trans Bar Association  
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area 


